
STARTERS
59.4£SPOHCBMALIROODNAT.1

Lamb chops marinated in yoghurt and special spices. grilled in Tandoori Oven
59.4£TAKAZANHGRUM.2

Succulent chicken skewered delicately flavoured with garlic and nutmeg
59.7£CILRAG-E-AGNIHJ.3

King prawns grilled in tandoori oven with a hint of garlic and mint
£4.95IHSABATAHC.4

Spiced mushroom cooked with garlic and served on a bed of lettuce
IHSABBABEK.5

Pancake stuffed with delicious spicy lamb
IRAZAMBABEK.6

Pancake stuffed with delicious spicy chicken
AKKITREENAP.7

Cubed pieces of indian cheese marinated in herbs and spices grilled in Tandoori
59.7£AKUSNWARPGNIK.8

King prawn prepared to our chef’s secret recipe based on tamarind sauce
AKUSNEKCIHC.9

Chicken prepared to our chef’s special receipe based on tamarind sauce
59.4£ALASAMTAHC.01

Tangy masala sauce cooked with chicken or potato or chana
11. PAKORA £4.25
Mixed vegetables with a mixture of herbs and spices served with a special dip

59.4£BABEKHKEEHS.21
Minced Lamb, ginger with mixed herbs and spices cooked on skewers in the Tandoori oven

59.4£AKKITBMAL.31
Cubed lamb, ginger with mixed herbs and spices cooked on skewers in the Tandoori oven

59.4£AKKITNEKCIHC.41
Cubed Chicken, ginger with mixed herbs & spices cooked on skewers in the Tandoori oven
15. SAMOSA £4.25
Meat, chicken or vegetable filled Triangle pastry

59.7£EERUPNWARPGNIK.61
Highly spiced hot, sweet and sour sauce, served on a puree

52.4£EEJAHBNOINO.71
Fried onion balls

59.5£AKKITKCUD.02
Marinated duck grilled in the tandoori

59.6£RETTALPHCTAH*WEN*
Combination of FIVE different starters from  Chef’s choice

59.7£RETTALPLAYOR*WEN*
Combination of SIX different starters from Chef’s choice

£4.95

£4.95

£4.95

£4.95



TANDOORI SPECIALITIES
5912.£LLIRGDEXIMIROODNAT.12

Mixture of tandoori chicken, chicken tikka, sheek kebab, nazakat and lamb tikka
59.8£NEKCIHCIROODNAT.22 Chicken on the bone, marinated to a traditional recipe
59.8£AKKITNEKCIHC.32

Diced breast of chicken marinated in herbs and spiced, grilled in the tandoori
59.8£AKKITBMAL.42 Diced lamb, marinated in herbs and spices, grilled in the tandoori
59.8£TAKAZAN MURGH.52

Succulen chicken skewered, delicately flavoured with garlic and nutmeg
59.8£SPOHCBMALIROODNAT.62

Lamb chops marinated in herbs and spices, grilled in the tandoor
59.8£KILHSAHSBMAL/NEKCIHC.72

Diced chicken or lamb marinated in herbs and spices together with peppers, onion
and tomatoes, roasted in the tandoor

59.10£RIOODNATHSIFAMDAP.82
59.8£KILHSAHSREENAP.92

Diced indian cheese delicately spiced together with an assortment of vegetables roasted
in the tandoor

59.8£IDABAREDYHKILHSAHSIZBAS.03
Spiced vegetables roasted in clay oven served on a sIzzling plate, glazed with cheese

59.31£SNWARPGNIKIROODNAT.13
King prawns marinated in herbs and spiced, roasted in the tandoori

59.31£KILHSAHSNWARPGNIKIROODNAT.23
59.10£HSAHJARIROODNAT.33

Diced breast of duck marinated in herbs and spices, grilled in the tandoori oven

THE HOUSE SPECIALITIES
59.8£ALASAMAKKITBMAL/NEKCIHC.43
59.8£YRRUCNEKCIHCNEERG.53 Stripes of chicken breast cooked with aromatic

59.8£IAROHKNEKCIHC.63
Diced chicken in curry sauce, delicately flavoured with oriental herbs and spices,
served in a medium sauce

59.8£IREHBYKBABEKIHARAK.73
Chicken cooked in tomato, green peppers and our chef’s special recipe, originally
from the Khyber Pass

59.8£THSOGIROHK.83
Tender lamb cooked in curry sauce, delicately flavoured with onions, peppers, herbs & spices

59.8£ADNASAPBMAL/NEKCIHC.93
Mild tender chicken /lamb cooked in special sauce with almonds, cream and a hint of red wine
40. S.B. LAMB £11.95
This is a very exotic Indian dish made with “lamb on the bone”, marinated for 48 hours
in spices and roasted in the oven. Medium spiced curry in thick sauce

59.10£TANDOORI MEGHNA FISH
Spiced succulent freshwater Bengali Fish char grilled in the tandoor and served on a sizzler

41. CHILLI CHICKEN MASALA £8.95
Chicken cooked with garlic and chilli in masala sauce

 ground spices



59.8£KASNAHDBMAL/NEKCIHC.24 Hot, sweet and sour curry, cooked with lentils
59.8£AZAIPODBMAL/NEKCIHC.34 Medium, spiced with onions
59.8£ANUHBBMAL/NEKCIHC.44
59.8£HCANIPSBMAL/NEKCIHC.54 Cooked with spinach and herbs
59.8£AIHTAPBMAL/NEKCIHC.64 Highly spiced curry, sweet & sour and hot
59.7£SARDAMBMAL/NEKCIHC.74 Hot Curry
59.7£OOLADNIVBMAL/NEKCIHC.84 Very hot and spicy curry
59.8£AMROKBMAL/NEKCIHC.94 Mild creamy curry
59.8£NOGORBMAL/NEKCIHC.05 Medium, spiced curry with lots of tomatoes
59.8£IZERFLAJBMAL/NEKCIHC.15 Jhal means very hot in Bengali

59.8£AKNOLBMAL/NEKCIHC.25 Lonka means very special chilli in Bengali

59.10£INAYRIBBMAL/NEKCIHC.35 Cooked with basmati rice, served with vegetable curry
59.£11INAYRIBAKKITBMAL/NEKCIHC.45

Grilled chicken or lamb with basmati rice, served with vegetable curry

59.8£MALSSUMMURGH.
Spring chicken cooked with medium spices, fresh coriander and minced lamb

59.8£ILALAJNEKCIHC.65 Highly flavoured chicken cooked in a special sauce
59.7£ALFREZIJIZBUS.75

Mixed vegetables cooked together with shredded ginger, garlic and red and green chillies
59.10£DNIRAMAT-E-NEKCIHC/KCUD.85

Succulent roasted duck or chicken cooked in tamarind sauce with cashew nuts
59.10£IZERFLAJ/IAROHK/ALASAMAKKITKCUD.95
59.8£AKTOFBMAL/NEKCIHC.06

Cooked with very special Bangladeshi fragrant chilli and herbs
59.8£INANOBBMAL/NEKCIHC*WEN*

Garlic based spicy spring chicken or lamb cooked with eggs and chef’s special recipe
59.8£BMAL/NEKCIHCTHGILED
59.10£KCUDTHGILED
59.11£NWARPGNIKTHGILED

Mild tender Chicken, Lamb, Duck or King Prawn cooked in a special butter sauce with
almonds, yoghurt and coconut

Medium, spiced curry in a thick sauce

This curry uses green chillies as its base, together with garlic, ginger & onions

This curry uses green chillies as its base, together with garlic, ginger & onions

VEGETABLE BIRYANI Cooked with basmati rice, served with vegetable curry 59.9£

59.8£BMAL/NEKCIHC
59.10£KCUD
59.11£NWARPGNIK

Mild tender Chicken, Lamb, Duck or King Prawn cooked in a tangy sauce flavoured with 
very special Bangladeshi fragrant chilli and fresh green chillies

AROMA
AROMA
AROMA

55.

DUCK
59.8£CHICKEN / LAMB
59.01£

NWARPGNIK
Medium Spicy cooked in chef’s special secret sauce

AKASHI
AKASHI
AKASHI 59.11£

NAWABI MIXED SPECIAL
Medium Spicy mixed Chicken, Lamb and Duck cooked with tomatoes, onions and 
aromatic spices

59.11£



59.10£YRRUCHSIFANHGEM
Freshwater Bengali fish cooked with onions, fresh garlic, cumin and medium spices -
the most traditional fish of Bengal

SEAFOOD SPECIALITIES
59.11£IZERFLAJNWARPGNIK.16

King prawns cooked in hot spices with onions, pepper, shallots, herbs and green chilli
11.95£LOHJGNIHC.26

King prawns cooked in medium sauce delicately flavoured with oriental herbs and spices
59.31£IALHGOMSNWARPGNIK.36

“off shelled” grilled king prawns cooked in mild cashew nut sauce
59.10£YRRUCHSIFAMDAP.46
59.31£IRAHCASNWARPREGIT.56

Tiger prawns in a mild sauce cooked with cashew nuts
59.11£REENAPGASIRGNIHC.66

King prawns with spinach and Bengali cheese with a hint of garlic
59.31£INAYRIBNWARPGNIKIROODNAT.76

King prawn cooked with basmati rice and served with curried vegetables
KASNADNWARPGNIK.86

AITAPNWARPGNIK.96
59.11£SARDAMNWARPGNIK.07
59.11£OOLADNIVNWARPGNIK.17
59.21£HSIFNOMLASIROODNAT.27

Marinated salmon, grilled in the tandoori

VEGETABLE SIDE DISHES

73. SAG ALOO Potatoes cooked with spinach £4.25
74. SABZI BAHAR Mixed vegetables cooked dry with herbs and spices £4.25

25.4£YRRUCELBATEGEVDEXIM.57
Selection of vegetables cooked in medium curry sauce
76. MUSHROOM BHAJEE Mushrooms sauteed in mixed spices £4.25
77. BHINDI BHAJEE Okra (lady fingers) sauteed in mixed spices £4.25

52.4£JEEAHBREWOLFILUAC.87
Cauliflower cooked dry with mixed spices
79. SAG BHAJEE Spinach cooked with garlic £4.25
80. BOMBAY ALOO Potatoes cooked in a traditional way £4.25
81. ALOO PEAS Potatoes cooked with peas £4.25
82. SAG PANEER Spinach cooked with cottage cheese £4.25
83. SAG MUSHROOM Mushrooms cooked with spinach £4.25
84. CHANA MASALA Chick peas cooked with masala sauce £4.25
85. DAL SAMBAR  Lentils cooked with vegetables £4.25
86. SAG DAL Spinach cooked with lentils £4.25
87. ALOO GOBI Potatoes cooked with cauliflower £4.25
88. TARKA DAL  Lentils highly spiced with garlic £4.25
89. PANEER MUTTER Peas with cheese £4.25
90. NAZA ALOO Mild potato with coconut and almond £4.25
91. BRINJAL BHAJEE Brinjal sauteed in mixed spices. £4.25

All vegetable dishes are available as a main course for £6.95

59.11£
59.11£



RICE AND BREAD

59.2£ECIRDELIOB.29
59.2£ECIRUALIP.39
59.3£ECIRMOORHSUM.49
59.3£ECIRDEIRFLAICEPS.59
59.3£ECIRAMEEK.69
59.3£ECIRELBATEGEV.79

98. CHAPATIS Thin unleavened bread £1.95
99. TANDOORI ROTI Unleavened bread cooked in the Tandoori £2.50
100. PARATHA Unleavened bread fried £2.95
101. RAITHA Traditional natural yoghurt with onion, tomatoes & cucumber £2.50

05.2£NANNIALP.201
103. PESHWARI NAN Stuffed with nuts (sweet) £2.95
104. KEEMA NAN Stuffed with minced lamb £2.95

59.2£NANCILRAG.501
59.2£NANILLIHC.601
59.2£NANESEEHC.701
07.0£MODAPAP.801
07.0£MODAPAPALASAM.901

110. CHICKEN AND CHIPS MEAL (any snack meal) £7.95

ALLERGENS AND INTOLERANCES

PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT FOOD PREPARED HERE
MAY CONTAIN THESE INGREDIENTS:
MILK, EGGS,WHEAT, SOYBEAN, NUTS, 

FISH AND SHELLFISH
Please speak to a member of staff for more information

SNACK AND OTHER

DIPS (per person) £0.70


